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Brian Philips
Building A Brand On Country
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hen KPLX (The Wolf)/Dallas and Susquehanna exec Brian Philips was named Senior VP/GM of CMT in 2001, the network was in 33 million households and “country”
still required a good bit of explaining – even within parent company MTV Networks.
When he was promoted to CMT President in March 2009, times had changed. And Philips deserves much of the credit for CMT’s undeniable growth, as well as the extent to which the genre
is better understood in the television and advertising worlds. Country Aircheck spoke to Philips
after Nashville floods shuttered the network’s downtown offices for several days and as the
countdown to CMT’s single biggest annual event – the CMT Music Awards – began in earnest.
CA: Let’s begin with an overview of the
current state of CMT: homes, ratings,
making money.
Brian Philips: We’re at 90 million homes.
2009 was our best year ever: best fourth
quarter, best prime time and best 18-49. Last
year was the kind of run-up where you ask,
“How do we sustain this? Will the music keep
coming? What do we have to do? How good
do the CMT Awards have to be this year?
What movies are we going to make? What
are we going to do for an additional night
of programming?” Candidly, we’ve got
one eye on the music business, wondering,
“How reliable is this stream of content
for CMT? Is it going to cough up another
Taylor Swift and carry us all to glory? Or
is it some combination of a new generation
that seems to be emerging?” We’re always
reading those signs.
As for CMT’s fate, the really good periods
for this channel always coincide with music
heat. You can the mark the day when we started
romping back in 2004, when “Redneck Woman”
and “Save A Horse (Ride A Cowboy)” showed
up about the same time. And we were saying,
“Whoo-hoo!” All of a sudden, ratings in music
hours are doubling, and you’ve got telegenic
people who are colorful characters. And it’s as
if they were made for TV. And they’re so much
fun … Taylor Swift is certainly telegenic. Right
now is a great time.
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In the scheme of CMT as a whole, how
important are the CMT Awards?
It’s the biggest night of the year for us, for a
number of reasons. It ties together everything
that we do. It’s also a chance to bring a lot of
people together: artists, characters and people
who surprise the audience by their presence.
And this year will be no exception. It gets
classified as “one of the award shows,” which
it certainly is. But by definition, it’s a party. It’s
meant to be funny and memorable, with great
music performances. Like any great party, you
want to have something to talk about the next
day. As long as no one gets hurt … (laughs).

There’s an identifiable subset of people who
just love award shows – the fashion, the liveness and the unpredictability. It’s crazy. These
people will watch everything from the MTV
Movie Awards to the Oscars to the Westminster
Dog Show – anything where somebody gets
a trophy. So awards shows are probably our
biggest opportunity for outreach beyond the
country music core. But Crossroads is the
signature show that everybody remembers. It’s
what comes up over and over again in research.
When you go to see – name any client – they
ask about Crossroads, how it came together
and who’s going to do it
next. Everybody’s
got a pairing in
their head that
they wish could
get made. So
Crossroads is our
defining series
and the awards
show is the defining
night of the year.

The openings the last few years have become
legendary. Actually, that’s a blessing and a
curse. How do you top Obama’s appearance
or Taylor with T-Pain last year?
You’d be surprised. Once you get a reputation
for being willing to take crazy risks with that
open and spending a lot of time and energy

Who is CMT’s
target audience?
Persons 18-49
with a slight
skew toward
women. There
will be an

Nashville.” I thought, “Well, if that’s true,
that’s a theme.” I hope that plays through, and
obviously, it has for Jamey. But we do need a
theme – to change out our backdrop and our
characters from time to time. Like a movie,
we need conflict, tension and drama. A little
competitive spirit … artists grinding against
each other a little bit. It’s complex, but this
feels like a good year.

CMT’s audience expects
to see shows that go
beyond the realm of
music, but where there’s
an undertone that fits
CMT’s brand and the
values, stories, characters
and the truths that they
hear in the songs.

That’s not unlike Country radio, where
fortunes rise and fall with the music.
Absolutely. The two are just so enmeshed. But
with television, when the music gets hot, the
halo effect affects all the other programming
you make. In putting together this awards
show, we’re all feeling this is a watershed
moment for country. A new generation
has presented itself in a lot of interesting
but not predictable forms. You could not
have predicted the Zac Brown Band, Lady
Antebellum, Jason Aldean or many of today’s
hot new stars – they’re gigantic for us.
I recently saw a Rolling Stone article called,
“40 Reasons To Still Care About Music,”
which has a great photo spread on Jamey
Johnson. It said, “Bad-ass country is back in

on getting the open exactly right, people start
bringing you good ideas and celebrities who
might not have been accessible to you before.
Writers and creators are submitting ideas,
and there’s also a huge amount of internal
imagination at CMT, as our in-house people
are always trying to one-up what they’ve
done before. And that’s the way people here
think. Having those early examples sets a high
standard, but that’s the fun part. It’s great when
copy rolls off the fax machine out there, and
you look at it and start laughing. So it’s easier
than you might think.
Which show gets more of the non-core
Country audience in to sample your
network -- the CMT Awards or Crossroads?

“
occasional hit show or movie that
will skew a little more male, but in
general, when you look over the
long haul, it’s 65% female among
18-49s.

Do you research the
non-country core to
see what they want so
that you can try to get
them to watch CMT?
What are the differences?
That’s such a complicated question.
(CMT SVP/Music Strategy) Jay
Frank could explain the Vulcan
algorithms that he’s worked up.
We literally know what rating

each clip generates over time. That’s a
painstaking, mind-boggling research effort,
but it’s important. Never having completely
trusted callout or being overly reliant on it as
a radio guy, I think maybe [I’m] a little more
prepared [to use it] for television. We research
shows, we pilot-test things. It’s not like we
don’t have a tremendous research effort going
on here at MTV Networks and at CMT. But
there’s still that openness of spirit here where
Jay can come up to my office with something
that he’s found, and we can just look at it
and say, “Gotta put that on. Just go do it.” I
may change a couple of things that don’t look
quite right for us. But it probably goes back to
my radio sensibility, which differed slightly,
perhaps, from others in the Country format.
I was always looking for reasons to include
things. I thought that improved our chances
of being bigger, as opposed to establishing a
filter that excluded or pushed things aside. I
just think you lessen the odds that lightning
will strike if you say, “Well, let’s just put that
aside for awhile and see if anything comes of
it.” We don’t do that here.
Based on your experiences in radio and
here, which audience gives you that “early
warning” of a hit sooner?
TV is fantastic, and also by having Jay
Frank paying attention to results on a daily
basis, you get a really quick read. TV is
the equivalent of Top 40 radio, where the
phones blow up. And you say, “Well, there’s
no question about that song.” Maybe it’s
a little polarizing, but nonetheless it’s in
touch. I think with TV, especially when
you’re talking about country music, perhaps
because of the visual component, you know
much more quickly what you have. And it’s
apparent to more people because pictures
are married to sound. People say, “I love the
song and the look and feel of it.” It just adds
one more level of engagement.
What did you learn as one of the original
architects at KPLX (the Wolf)/Dallas
that has made its way onto the
CMT airwaves?
CMT’s sense of bold pride
in the music it chooses,
whether it’s the awards
show performances
or people for
Crossroads, is
probably rooted
in the way we
felt for the
things we
learned at
the Wolf.
In Texas,
country has
no self-esteem
problem. It’s
more mainstream
than anything else
on the dial, and it’s
stadium-filling music
that everybody listens
to. Rather than a utilitarian
thing that plays music from
Nashville – where you don’t
get too imaginative with the
marketing, the talent or the things
that you do – [we believed in]
aggressively pushing it forward.
It never occurred to us in Texas to
make a generic station. We talked to
too many people in Dallas/Ft. Worth
and thought they had a different
expectation, a higher standard than
an outsider might expect of country
music listeners. I think that’s
probably the only real link that I can
see between the Wolf and CMT.
People say CMT doesn’t play as
many videos as it used to. Is it
hard to play videos when people
no longer have to wait to see
their favorite because they can
just go online?
Right. And that’s a big part of the
reason CMT.com has become the No.
1 country music website in the world.
That also speaks to your question, “How
fast do you know something is a hit?” As
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soon as you see those streaming totals, bang!
Long ago, the people at MTV were prescient
enough to realize that just putting end-to-end
music videos on day and night was just not
a long-term play to keep viewership high.
Videos were a terrific novelty at MTV’s
inception, a place you could go to see what
all these bands look like, and a whole new
generation of that was born. What a fantastic
way to start, but not a practical long-term idea
in an online universe and in a 300-channel
cable universe. Times change.
You’re doing some original programming that
isn’t music-oriented, but lifestyle-oriented.
Yeah. It’s television. It’s a completely
different medium.
But you place much of your brand and your
brand’s importance on country. I’m not
saying you’re moving away from the music,
but it seems to be becoming less a part of the
totality of original programming.
It’s because the audience demands that. And
the audience also gives us the permission, or
we wouldn’t do it.
The channel retains a really strong music
image, thanks to our music franchises like
Crossroads, Invitation Only, the CMT Awards,
our video blocks, CMT.com and a couple
of other new things we’re doing this year.
But there’s also an expectation within that
audience that you’re a television channel, and
they want something more to hold onto from
you. As with radio, comedy works. CMT’s
audience loves comedy, loves to laugh. That
parallels a great Country radio morning show.
They expect to see shows that go beyond the
realm of music, but where there’s an undertone
that fits CMT’s brand and the values, stories,
characters and the truths that they hear in the
songs. People really cheer you on when you
show them something great. It only benefits
us to keep those music connections deep
and permanent. We have so many franchises
here that are reliant on great relations with
superstars, up-and-coming artists, independent
labels, agents and managers. We’ll put you
on an awards show, but we could put you in a
movie, too. By the way, if you have an idea for
an original scripted comedy, that might be a
pilot for us, and that could become a series. So
it’s just more opportunity … a bigger canvas.
CMT Radio was primarily a show-prep and
audio service until just over a year ago when
you launched CMT Radio Live with Cody
Alan, who recently won the ACM Award as
National Personality of the Year. Has the
nighttime show performed as well as you
had hoped?
Absolutely. And not only is it a great venture
for all the parties involved, but in markets
where the show is heard, CMT channel ratings

of information. But people still like to get a
well-edited, digest version with some audio
clips that are relevant. If I were still a morning
guy, I can’t think how many different sources
I would use for show prep. But I certainly
see the merits of CMT’s and having those
audio clips and inside knowledge. Those stars
come through our building and do a media
day. They touch all the bases: they do a Top
20 appearance on Insider, they do CMT.com
stuff, CMT Radio with Cody – every medium
that falls under the CMT banner. It’s a very
efficient day for a superstar to not have to leave
the compound of the building and be able to do
all that promotion.
What’s next under the CMT Radio banner –
other dayparts?
CMT Radio is a fast-growing business. It’s
always going to keep mutating and finding
new ways to serve radio stations. As for other

this Doppler map here, and you can see these
storm cells building to the north.” No, I’m
sorry, ma’am, I can’t see the Doppler because
I’m listening to the radio!
At the Wolf, I guess I was part of the
last era where there actually were hardcore
“go out and get the story, and get the story
right!” news guys. That’s one thing I miss
on radio. You talk of the intentions and maybe
the ultimate win for local radio – to be local.
I think that makes sense, and I just wish
for more of it. And I say that as a guy who
provides syndicated programming to a lot of
radio stations. But radio might take a lesson
from CNN, which has somebody standing by
when a story breaks. You’ve got to scramble a
little bit, but you can’t let the story go untold.
In my lifetime, radio has been pronounced
dead at least seven times. Are you concerned
about the future of music radio?

sold a lot of these, but honestly, you’re the
first person who’s ever asked how the FM
radio worked.”
What’s the future for CMT?
Cable has outshone broadcast television the last
couple of years in its gains. There’s room for a
lot of premium programming on cable. TBS,
TNT and USA once were sort of “afterthought”
networks. They’re now creating terrific original
programming, and I think that’s cable’s model
for the future. So it’s a great business, and
that’s where CMT intends to be. CMT will
always have music as its backbone, and in
a 300-channel universe, it’s such a great
differentiator to have country music. There’s an
alphabet soup of channels out there, but country
music sets us apart. It’s part of our brand. And if
you can be known for this one thing that helps
people put a handle on who you are, what values
you speak to and generally what content can be

This is the most tumultuous time ever
[for radio], just because they don’t know
where the next threat is coming from.
are up wholesale. If you take all the markets, I
think the last number I saw was, on average, up
15-18%. So the two work really well together.
Obviously, part of the plan was to build the
CMT brand.
Of course! Plus, it was great fun getting
Cody and [producer] Dingo back in again,
along with the people around them. To
have CMT Radio come from a sort of DNA
connection with the people and the spirit
that formed the Wolf on its launch in Dallas
makes it very special to me. I don’t get
involved with it at all, but there are nights
when I’ll stop off on the second floor, sit
back with Cody for a couple of hours and
think, “Aaah!” It’s a very comfortable
place for me, to be back in a radio studio.
Especially because they know how to run it
and I don’t!
How about the prep service and what it’s
delivering for you right now?
People really like it. I have to admit I was
concerned that prep services wouldn’t
survive the Internet, what with its wealth
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dayparts, why not? You’ve seen the facilities –
it certainly has better equipment than you or I
ever worked with – so you know it’s wide open
for that. We wanted to get our footing in nights
because there seemed to be a real appetite for
that already, and it’s proven to be true. But
sure, more dayparts.
What do you think of the current state
of radio in general, and Country radio
in particular?
(Long pause.) When the floods hit Nashville, I
was driving and tuning around as the problem
crept up. It went from heavy rains to flooding,
to potentially life-threatening danger in a very
short time. And I’m punching around on the
radio, trying to find somebody who has specific
useful information. [Looking back,] I certainly
did plenty of deals with local TV stations to
have great meteorologists provide weather
information to my radio station. But I think it’s
a little bit disturbing that they’re listening to
the audio track of a telecast. You’re listening to
one of the top five radio stations in Nashville
taking the audio feed off TV. The television
meteorologist says, “Now, let’s move over to

This is the most tumultuous time ever, just
because we don’t know where the next threat
is coming from. Each new thing tends to have
a name we didn’t know a year ago. It’s like
you’re fighting for relevance with something
that somebody invented today and that will be
here by Christmas. It’s not like radio’s legendary
back-and-forth with television, where the battle
played out over a couple of decades before
people figured out radio is a good medium for
music, news and talk, and television should be a
long-form thing. Long-form drama is probably
not radio’s strength. That was a long, protracted
battle. It’s a treacherous time.
The only thing that scared me out of
my wits was test-driving a car recently in
Nashville. The car happened to have Sirius
XM, an iPod connection, USB – every option
imaginable – in [some kind of] touch-screen
display. The salesperson was a 28-year-old
woman. I said, “Well, we don’t have any CDs
and the Sirius XM isn’t hooked up yet, but
I need to know how the car’s audio system
sounds. Can you put on a radio station?” She
couldn’t figure out how to do it. Nor could I!
She was a little embarrassed and said, “I’ve

found on the channel – what their expectation
will be – it sets you apart. And we’re so well
served by country music.
It’s so much easier now than it was a decade
ago, when you’d have to go into agencies in
New York, Chicago, Detroit and Los Angeles
and do this sort of tutorial on the meaning
of this mass-appeal, well-written, well-sung,
well-performed music that happens to be the
dominant adult pop music form in America. It
was just so rough to have to go in and explain
it over and over. Now, in a Viacom board
meeting in the heart of Manhattan on the
52nd floor of 1515 Broadway, you can start a
spirited discussion about country music and its
relevance on television, and people around the
room have opinions about Lady Antebellum
and Taylor Swift: “Isn’t she something? What a
juggernaut that is.” Years ago, I would’ve had to
show slides that proved that these people were
really as popular as we were telling them. It’s as
if it’s worked its way into the zeitgeist in those
big markets in a way that makes our job easier. I
hope great Country radio stations are feeling the
same things in their markets.
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